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Optional separate 
logo for lid

Optional 
separate logo 
for lid



„MALIGO“ - comes with Maligo logo.

„YOUR LOGO Rainbow“ - you can upload your logo after purchase and we will give 
your logo the distinctive MALIGO look

„YOUR LOGO Classic“ - you can upload your logo after purchase and your logo co-
lors will remain original 

Design
We place your logo on the lid and front label by default.

Optionally, you can use a different logo on the can lid than on the front (for example, a 
round logo on top and a rectangular or oval logo in front). After the purchase you can 
simply upload two different logos. If you want to tell us something about it, you can alter-
natively send us a mail with the data to care@maligotattoo.com.

When you send us your logo, we put it on black background by default. Alternatively, you 
can design your label yourself if you want to have a colorful background. But for this we 
need a document with bleed. 

2mm bleed
Only necessary for colorful backgrounds. You only need to make the document 2mm wi-
der and 2mm higher (in relation to the desired final format). Don‘t put anything important 
too close to the edge, that‘s all you need, not even crop marks.

Attention: The back label always remains the same as it is shown in the sample pho-
tos on our website and cannot be printed with logo, custom text or other colors. The 
back label is always black with small MALIGO logo. 

Files
We prefer vector graphics or high-resolution PDFs.

Also possible
TIF, JPG, PSD, EPS, PNG

The color surprise
RGB shines brilliantly on the screen, but CMYK is printed.
So that you are not disappointed at the end, send and immediately CMYK data.


